
      

EXCELLENCE DEDICATION AMBITION 

 
Caring for your FinnFlier™ 

 
Congratulations on purchasing a brand new FinnFlier™ flight-training 
Javelin from Sightline Performance Limited.  You have joined the 
‘Javelution’ in the United Kingdom and Republic of Ireland. 
 
Before getting out there and having great fun throwing your FinnFlier™ for 
the first time, there are a few things that you need to know in order to 
take special care of this amazing product… 
 
Be aware…. 

1. During transit, the FinnFlier™ can exhibit some cosmetic scuffs 
when it has rubbed against another FinnFlier™ or from coming into 
contact with other surfaces.  Do not panic…this is absolutely normal 
and a damp cloth will ensure it looks as good as new again! 

2. A FinnFlier™ is a very flexible Javelin, hence why it is so forgiving on 
the throwing arm.  Over time it can show an appearance of having 
bent a little.  Again, do not fear…it is very easy to bend it back into 
place with a little bit of pressure against the direction of the bend. 

3. When you receive your FinnFlier™, check the staples that hold the 
point, grip and tail in place.  If these have come loose, then notify 
Sightline Performance Limited immediately and we will issue a 
replacement. This is an unlikely occurrence however. 

 
Dos and Don’ts … 

1. The FinnFlier™ can be thrown on grass, 3G, 4G, astro, Mondo™, 
Polytan™ and softer wooden sports hall floors. It is however our 
advice to NOT throw the FinnFlier™ on concrete/ tarmacs.  There is 
very little give in these surfaces and not only will it scuff the shaft, it 
also means that the tail (the most vulnerable part of any Javelin) 
could snap off which will affect the usability of the product. 

2. The FinnFlier™ teaches flight-skills with young throwers by being 
safe, functional and educational.  Play with your FinnFlier™ and 
have great fun with it, in the knowledge that the transfer to 
throwing a Javelin is very smooth. 

3. Stay safe….whilst the point and tail are plastic and blunt, they can 
still cause harm if safety guidelines are not adhered too.  Have fun, 
but be respectful at all times.  The FinnFlier™ is a real Javelin! 

 
Throw safe, throw far but moreover…have fun!!! 


